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[he CBS Production Of The Warren Report 

By JACK BLOCK 

The four-hour CBS inquiry last summer into the War-
ren Commission findings may well be viewed by the 
American' public as "a more thorough examination of the 
facts" (Flaherty in the San Francisco Chronicle) than the 
Warren Report itself. The series of programs was pre-
pared, according to CBS news chief Richard Salant, be-
cause "the assassination as a news story was . . . more 
alive than ever (and) because the controversy over the 
Warren Report finally reached the point where we felt 
that the public issues required further explanation . . ft 

Modestly, CBS news has accepted the encomiums 
awarded it by television columnists for finding a job that 
needed doing and doing it well. But how well, really, was 
the job done? When looked at more closely and with 
some concern for rigor, a rather different evaluation leaps 
forward. The deficiencies of the CBS production are in-
structive, both for what is suggested about the general 
quality of television news reporting and for what it may 
imply about the assassination investigation itself. 

Although CBS found reason to chastise the Warren 
Commission on various counts, the conclusions of CBS 
are essentially identical to those contained in the Warren 
Report. I am no "assassination buff," but I have for many 
years taught university courses in the scientific evaluation 
of data. Quite frankly, I was appalled by the incorrect 
logic employed by CBS at several crucial junctures in its 
presentation. Besides flagrant error, the CBS arrangement 
of evidence was extraordinarily selective. Consider the 
following errors and selectivities in the CBS inquiry. 

Item 1. It is important to establish the shooting time 
available to Oswald, as the presumed assassin. If the time 
Oswald had was too brief for him to get off the shots that 
were fired, then another assassin necessarily was involved. 
The Zapruder film indicated that the 'final shot hit the 
President at ,Frame 313. There is also clear indication 
that the President was hit no earlier than at Frame 210. 
By simple subtraction, 103 frames of film passed through 
Zapruder's camera between these two accurate shots. If 
one accepts the conjecture of CBS, contrary to the War-
ren Commission, that an earlier inaccurate shot was fired 
at Frame 136 through a gap in a tree, then 127 frames of 
film cover the shooting. 

If we know the rate at which the Zapruder camera used 
film, it is a simple matter to calculate the time that must 
have been available to Assassin Oswald. The FBI timed 
Zapruder's camera to use film at the rate of 18.3 frames 
per second. Dividing 103 frames by 18.3 gives the famil-
iar answer of .-5.6 seconds shooting time, the longest War-
ren Commission estimate. Dividing the CBS speculation 
of 127 frames by 18.3 gives the answer of 6.9 seconds, a 
longer and more favorable but still short time for Oswald. 

At this point, CBS makes a remarkable error which 
Walter Cronkite solemnly transmitted nationwide. CBS 
suggested that Zapruder unwittingly had switched his 
camera to a slow-motion setting, thus causing it to run 
at 24 frames per second. Whereupon CBS concludes that 
at the slow motion setting, the Zapruder film strip repre-
sesnted a longer period of time (up to 9 seconds for Os-
wald). 

Apparently, CBS became confused and committed the 
childish error of forgetting the nature of the units being 
dealt with. Their figures come from the mistake of multi-
plying the Warren Commission time by the ratio, 24 over 
18.3. This is wrong. In order to calculate the elapsed 
time, the number 24 must be entered as the denominator 
of a ratio, with the numerator being the total number of 
film frames. And the larger the denominator of a ratio, 
the smaller the answer that results (try 103 divided by 24 
to see). A 12-year-old could tell the CBS news staff a 
good deal about arithmetic, it appears. When properly 
corrected ,the speculations of CBS give Oswald embar-
rassingly little time to be so accurate (no more than 5.3 
and as little as 4.3 seconds). 

Item 2. Still trying to elongate the time available to 
Oswald and thus make his accuracy more likely, CBS 
decided to dispute the timing of the Zapruder camera 
which was unavailable to them for measurement. Since 
CBS could not measure the timing of the relevant cam-
era, they decided to measure the timing of irrelevant 
cameras. This is an error. Then, CBS "discovered" in 
their "experiment" that cameras differ slightly among 
themselves in their timing. Like watches, some cameras 
run slow and some cameras run fast. From this not new 
finding, CBS drew another incorrect conclusion. CBS 
chose to conclude that the differences between cameras 
meant that the Zapruder camera itself was highly var-
iable. Here CBS has confused timing variation between 
cameras with timing variation within a camera. They are 
not the same and, indeed, it is well known that the tend-
ency of a watch or camera to be slow or fast is highly 
consistent. It is-not slow one day and fast another. If the 
Zapruder camera was clocked at 18.3 frames per second 
by the FBI, we can depend upon this figure to be highly 
repeatable. It is simply nonsense to introduce with fanfare 
the somewhat different timings of other cameras as having 
a relevance to the assassination. This kind of reasoning 
can only be described as incompetent. 

Item 3. CBS constructed another "experiment" to dem-
onstrate that a single bullet could have gone through the 
President's body and through Governor Connally's body, 
wrist, and thigh emerging unmarked. The ballistics ex-
perts interviewed by CBS agreed in saying a perfect bul-
let, after such passage, is theoretically possible but highly 
improbable. CBS fired a similar bullet through a similar 
gun into gelatin slabs (to simulate flesh) and masonite (to 
simulate bone) and found that the bullet "could" have 
had sufficient penetrating power. The validity of their sim-
ulation experiment is unknown, but even within the CBS 
experiment, the bullet on occasion failed to penetrate all 
the obstacles in its way. 

CBS failed to display its own experimental bullets after 
firing. We do not know whether they were deformed or 
inviolate after firing. How could CBS fail to show these 
bullets to their audience when the perfection of the ac-
cused bullet is so much of an issue? Is this omission 
simply an astonishing oversight and therefore a further 
indication of reportorial insufficiency or is a selectivity in 
reporting being manifested? 



hem 4. Perhaps the most exciting new information de-
veloped by CBS comes from their interview with Captain 
Humes, the naval surgeon who signed the disputed au-
topsy report. Captain Humes brushed aside the autopsy 
sketch made at the time which shows a bullet hole in the 
President's back. He declared instead that the precise fig-
ures recorded on the autopsy report could be relied upon 
but that the sketch was only approximate. 

The figures vouched for by Captain Humes testify that 
a bullet hole was observed 11 centimeters (about 41/2 
inches) from the right acromion and 14 centimeters 
(about 51/2 inches) below the tip of the right mastoid 
process. These figures necessarily place the bullet hole 
somewhere in the upper back. They are absolutely ir-
reconcilable with the further declaration by Captain 
Humes, accompanied by an after-the-fact artist's drawing, 

showing that the bullet went through the President's neck. 
I have consulted with two physicians well-versed in anat-
omy to verify this contradiction in the statements of Cap-

tain Humes. 

This discrepancy is fundamental in its implications be-
cause the figures that Captain Humes verifies locate the 

wound in the Preisdent's back (as do the FBI photo-

graphs, not presented by CBS, of the jacket and shirt the 

President was wearing). Hence, the artist's drawing now 

presented by Captain Humes cannot be correct. What ac-

counts for this obvious discrepancy and why could not 

CBS recognize the obvious? 

CBS had an opportunity to perform a magnificent pub-

lic service bringing new light on a matter that greatly 

troubles the American people. They presented a careful, 

polished, designed-to-be-impressive series of programs in 

what clearly was a major effort of the network. Yet, be-

hind the rhythmic incantations of catechism and answer 

by earnest news-speaker Walter Cronkite, and behind the 

dazzling gloss of sophisticated television technique, there 

was little of substance. The CBS coverage was superficial 

and gimmicky, rather than probing and incisive. In fun-

damental respects, it was transparently incompetent. If 

the CBS analysis could have been better and was not, 

then we must ask why. If it is the best we can expect of 

television reporting, then we are badly of indeed. 

Finally, as a concerned citizen, I must comment about 

the pejorative way in which CBS treated the "conspiracy 

psychology" of the great majority of Americans who now 

doubt Oswald's solitary guilt. No one wants a conspiracy 

to be found. Despite the diametrical pronouncements of 

my former Berkeley colleague, Seymour Lipset, most 

Americans would prefer that the assassination be truly 

determined to have been simply a tragic, chancy, essen- 

tially unrepeatable event. If the randomness of fate struck 

John Kennedy down, we can accept our mourning and 

go on. But if some kind of conspiracy was involved and 

may still operate, then we would be ostriches to deny its 

existence. It is not a "conspiracy need" that has Ameri-

cans pre-occupied with the facts of the assassination. It 

would be much easier psychologically to abide with the 

Warren (and CBS) conclusions. But there is something 

rotten about what went on in Dallas and the way the 

investigation was shaped and issued to the American 

people. Only if the National Archives are opened up and 

a less constrained investigation of the assassination is un-

dertaken can the gnawing suspicions be allayed. Dare we 

undertake a new investigation? Dare we not to? 
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30 June 1967 

Editor 

San Francisco Chronicle 

Fifth and Mission Streets 

San Francisco, California 

Dear Sir, 

I would greatly appreciate your publication of the attached letter 

as a Letter To The Editor. If it is too long for publication as such a 

letter, then you may wish to have an article written that is based upon 

the facts and argument contained in it. If there is to be appreciable 

editing of the letter, I wish to be consulted for approval of the resulting 

document. Should you wish to call me, for any reason, my home telephone 

number is 524-5231. 

Sincerely 

/4 
lack Block 

Professor 
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DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY 
	 BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94720 

30 June 1967 

Editor, 

San Francisco Chronicle, 

Fifth and Mission Street, 

San Francisco, California 

Dear Sir: 

If Terrence O'Flaherty's remarks are any indication, the CBS Inquiry 

into the Warren Commission findings may well be viewed by the American 

public as "a more thorough examination of the facts"  than the Warren Report 

itself. The conclusions of CBS are essentially identical to those contain-

ed in the Warren Report although CBS found reason to chastise the Warren 

Commission on various counts. I am no "assassination buff"  but I have for 

many years taught university courses in the scientific evaluation of data 

and, quite frankly, I was appalled by the indisputably incorrect logic 

employed by CBS at several crucial junctures in its presentation. Besides 

flagrant error, the CBS arrangement of evidence impressed me as extraordin-

arily selective. Let me document these criticisms of error and selectivity 

in the CBS inquiry. 

Item 1. It is important to establish the shooting time available to 

Oswald, as the presumed assassin. If the time Oswald had was too brief for 

him to get off the shots that were fired, then another assassin necessarily 

was involved. The Zapruder film indicates that the final shot hit the Pres-

ident at Frame 313. There is also clear indication that the President was 

hit no earlier than at Frame 210. By simple subtraction, 103 frames of film 

passed through Zapruder's camera between these two accurate shots. If one 

accepts the conjecture of CBS, contrary to the Warren Commission, that an 

earlier inaccurate shot was fired at Frame 186 through a gap in a tree, then 

127 frames of film cover the shooting. If we know the rate at which the 

Zapruder Mkthera used 43.1m, it is a simple matter to calculate the time that 

must have been available to Assassin Oswald. The FBI timed Zapruder's cam-

era to use film at the rate of 18.3 frames per second. Dividing 103 frames 

by 18.3 gives the familiar answer of 5.6 seconds shooting time, the longest 

Warren Commission estimate. Dividing the CBS speculation of 127 frames by 

18.3 gives the answer of 6.9 seconds, a longer and more favorable but still 
short time Ber Oswald. At this point, CBS makes a remarkable error which 

Walter Cronkite solemnly transmitted nationwide. CBS suggested that Zapruder 

unwittingly had switched his camera to the slow-motion setting, thus causing 

it to run at 24 frames per second. Whereupon CBS concludes that at the slow 

motion setting, the Zapruder film strip represented a longer period of time 

(up to 9 seconds for Oswald). Apparently, CBS became confused and committed 
the childish error of loosing sight of the units being dealt with. Their 

figures come from the mistake of multiplying the Warren Commission time by 

the ratio, 24 over 18.3. This is wrong. In order to calculate the elapsed 
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time, the number 24 must be entered as the denominator of a ratio, with the 
numerator being the total number of film frames. And the larger the denomin-
ator of a ratio, the smiller the answer that results (try 103 divided by 24 
to see). A 12-year old could tell the CBS news staff a good deal about arith-
metic, it appears. When properly corrected, the speculations of CBS give 
Oswald embarrassingly little time to be so accurate (no more than 5.3 and 
as little as 4.3 seconds). 

Item 2. Still trying to elongate the time available to Oswald and thus 
make hits accuracy more likely, CBS decided to dispute the timing of the Zap-
ruder camera which was unavailable to them for measurement. Since CBS could 
not measure the timing of the relevant camera, they decided to measure the 
timing of irrelevant cameras. This is an error. Them, CBS "discovered" 
in their "experiment" that cameras differ slightly among themselves in their 
timing. Like watches, some cameras run slow and some cameras run fast. 
From this not new finding, CBS drew another incorrect conclusion. CBS chose 
to conclude that the differences between cameras meant that the Zapruder 
camera itself was highly variable. Here CBS has confused timing variation 
between cameras with timing variation within a camera. They are not the same 
and, indeed, it is well known that the tendency of a watch or camera to be 
slow or fast is highly consistent. It is not slow one day and fast another. 
If the Zapruder camera was clocked at 18.3 frames per second by the FBI, we 
can depend upon this figure to be highly repeatable. It is simply nonsense 
to introduce with fanfare the somewhat different timings of other cameras as 
having a relevance to the assassination. This kind of reasoning can only 
be described as incompetent. 

Item 3. CBS constructed another "experiment" to demonstrate that a 
single bullet could have gone through the President's body and through 
Governor Connally'b body, wrist, and thigh emerging unmarked. The ballist-
ics experts interviewed by CBS agree in saying a perfect bullet, after such 
passage, is possible but improbable. CBS fired a similar bullet through a 
similar gun into gelatin slabs (to simulate flesh) and masonite (to simulate 
bone) and found that the bullet "could" have had sufficient penetrating power. 
The validity of their simulation experiment is unknown but even within the 
CBS experiment, the bullet on occasion failed to penetrate all the obstacles 
in its way. Most crucial, CBS has opened itself up to the distressing charge 
of selectivity in its reporting by failing to display their own experimental 
bullet after firing. Was it deformed or was it not deformed? How could CBS 
fail to show their bullet to the public when the perfection of the accused 
bullet is so much of an issue? Is the CBS experiment at all relevant unless 
that bullet is displayed? Has CBS been less than honest in its reporting 
here? 

Item 4. Perhaps the most interesting information developed by CBS comes 
from their interview with Captain Humes, the naval surgeon who signed the 
disputed autopsy report. Captain Humes brushed aside the autopsy sketch 
made at the time which shows a bullet hole in the President's back. He de-
clared instead that the precise figures recorded on the autopsy report could 
be relied upon but that the sketch was only approximate. The figures vouched 
for by Captain Humes testify that a bullet hole was observed 11 centimeters 
(about 4 1/2 inches) from the right acromion and 14 centimeters (about 5 1/2 
inches) below the tip of the right mastoid process. These figures necessarily 
place the bullet hole somewhere in the upper back. They are absolutely irre- 
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concilable with the further declaration by Captain Humes, accompanied by 
an after-the-fact artist's drawing, showing that the bullet went through 
the President's neck I have consulted with two physicians well-versed in 
anatomy to verify this contradiction in the statements of Captain Humes. 
This discrepancy is furiglmental in its implications because the figures 
that Captain Humes verifies locate the wound in the President's back (as 
do the FBI photographs, not presented by CBS, of the jacket and shirt the 
President was wearing). Hence, the artist's drawing now presented by Cap-
tain Humes cannot be correct. What accounts for this obvious discrepancy 
and why could not CBS recognize the obvious? 

CBS had an opportunity to perform a magnificent public service bring-
ing new light on a matter that greatly troubles the American people. They 
presented a careful, polished, designed to be impressive series of programs 
in what clearly was a major effort. Yet, behind the rhythmic incantations 
of catechism and answer by earnest Walter Cronkite and behind the dazzling 
gloss of sophisticated television technique, there really is rather little 
of substance. The CBS coverage was wide rather than deep and in fundamental 
respects it was transparently incompetent. If the CBS analysis could have 
been better and was not, then we must ask why. If it is the best we can 
expect of television reporting, then we are badly off indeed. 

Finally, as a concerned citizen, I must comment about the pejorative way 
in which CBS treated the "conspiracy psychology" of the great majority of 
Americans who now doubt Oswald's solitary guilt. No one wants a conspir-
acy to be found. Despite the diametrical pronouncements of my former Berk-
eley colleagae, Seymour Lipset, most Americans would prefer that the assass-
ination be truly determined to be simply a tragic, chancy, essentially un-
repeatable event. If the randomness of fate struck John Kennedy down, we 
can accept our mourning and go on. But if some kind of conspiracy was in-
volved and may still operate, then we are all under threat and must be 
vigilant for liberty. It is not a "conspiracy need" that has Americans 
pre-occupied with the facts of the assassination. It would be much easier 
to abide with the Warren (and CBS)conclusions. But there is something rotten 
about what went on in Dallas and the way the investigation was shaped. Only 
if the National Archives are opened up and a less constrained investigation 
of the assassination is undertaken can the knawing suspicion that permeates 
our country be allayed. Dare we undertake a new investiagtion? Dare we 
not to? 

Sincerely, 

le 

A.TgCk4 cBiock 
Professor 
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L Terence O'Flaherty's remarks- are any indication, the CBS Inquiry 

into the -yiarren Comuission findings iaay well be viewed by the American 

ublic as "a more thorouh examination of the facts" than the arren 

B.2)ort itself. The conclusions of CBS are essentially identical to those 

contained in the - jarren ReJort altdouidi CBS found reason to chastise the 

.;arren Commission on various counts. I am no "assassination buff" but I 

have for many years tbkught university courses in the scientific ewauation 

of data, and, quite frankly, I was appalled by the indisgatably incorrect 

logic eTLI2lolyed by CBS at sevu2ral crucial junctures in its presentation. 

Besides flugnInt error, the Ci3S arrangement of evidence impressed me as 

exLraordinarily selective. Let me document these criticisms at error and 

selectivity in the CBS inquiry. 

Item 1. It is im)ortant to establish the shooting time available to 

Oswald, as the presumed assassin. If the time Oswald had was too brief for 

him to get off the shots that were fired, then another assassin necessarily 

was involved. 	The Zaoruder film indicates that the final shot hit the 

-Lresident Et Frame 313. 	There is also clear indication that the President 

was tit no earlier than at 2rame 210. By simple subtraction, 103 frames 

of film passed throuc,h Za;)ruder's camera betv:een these two accurate shots. 

If one acdepts the conjecture of CBS, contrary to the .iarren Coamission, 

that an earlier inaccurate shot vial fired at Frame 166 throlLh a Lap in 

the tree, thoh 127 fr :les of film cover the shooting. 	It we L:uov: the rote 

..Ardich the a - )i.lider 	used film, it is a simple mutter to calculate 

the time th:A must have been av- iluble to Assassin L'swald. The Jh3I timed. 

Zorudel.'s o.Jilera to use 	at the rote of 18.3 frames laer second. 

DividihE 	fr tues by 11-, c,3 ,_rives the answer of 6.9 seconds, a longer and 

more favorablebat 	chart time for Oswald. 	At this ?oiat, OfiLi makes 

remrkable error v4hich lttin Cronkite solednly transmitted natiozwide. 



0B6 suggested that Zapruder unwittingly herd switched his camera to the 

slow—motion setting, thus causing it to run at 24 frames per second. 

,whereupon CBS coecludes that at the slow .notion setting, the Zapruder film 

strip represented e longer period of time (up to 9 seconds for Oswald). 

Apparently, CBS became confused and comitted the. childish error of losing 

eieeht of the units being dealt with. Their figures come from the mistake of 

multielying the R;arren Commission time by the ratio, 24 over 18.3. This 

is wrong. In order to calculate the elapsed time, the number 24 must be 

entered as the demoninator of a ratios with the numerator being the total 

number of film frames. LI nd the lerger the denominator of a ratio, the 

smaller the answer that results (try 103 divided by 24 to see). A 12—year 

old could tell the CBS news staff a good deal about arithmetic, it appearS. 

Aen properly corrected, the speculations of J36 1Lve Oswald embarrassingly 

litth time to be so accurate (no more than 5.3 and as little as 4.3 seconds). 

Item 2. Still trying to elongate thy= time available to Oswald and 

then make his accuracy more lilfe.ly, CBS decided to dispute the timing of 

the Zapruder oLmora which was  unavailable to them for measurement. since 

CBS. could act meaeure the t minL of the relevent ceelera, they decided to 

measure the timin of irrelevant ceueras. 	is an error. Men, UBS 

"diseovred" in theiT' "exeerimant" thet cneras 	 among 

themselves in their timin& 	Like watches, some cemeras run slow and some 

ceeueras ran fast. 	From this not new finding, CBS drew _another incorrect 

ceecleeien. CaJ chose to coeclude that the diffe-eencee between cameras 

ineeet tee t the 2,epeuder cemera itself washighly veeiable. Here .;_66 has 

confused timie,: variation beteeen c,uileras with tileing variation within a 

They are not the sere enri, indeed, it is well known that the 

tendency of e watch or cnera to be slow 	fast is highly consistent. 
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It is not eloe one d: y and feet note r. If the 4eprader cemera was clocked 

et lb.) fremes per second by the ?BI, .ee can deeend 'Aeon this figure to be 

eighly repeatable. It is siely nonsense to introduce ieith fanfare the 

someehet different timinge of other cemeras as having a relevance to the 

assassination. This kind of reaeoning can only be described as incompetent. 

Item 3. 	CBS constructed another "experiment" to demonstrate that a 

single bullet could have gone through the President's body and through 

Governor Connally's body, wrist, and thigh emerging unmarked. The 

ballistics experts interviewed by CBS agree in saying a 2erfect bullet, 

after such a passage, is possible but improbable. CBS fired a siedler bullet 

through a similar gun into gelatin slabs (to simulate flesh) and masonite 

(to simulate bone) and found that the bullet "coald" have had sufficient 
penetrating power. The vLaidity of their simulation exeeriment is unknown 
but even within the CBS experiment, the bullet on occasion felled to 

penetrate all the obstacles in its way. 	ic)s crucial, CBS has opened itself 

up to the distressine charge of selectivity in its repertine by feiling to 

display their own experimental bullet after firing. './as it deformed cr was 

it not deformed ? How could CBS fell to show their bullet to the public 
when the perfection of the accused bullet is so much of an issue. Is the 
CBS experiment at all relevant unless that bullet is displayed ? Has CBS 
been less than honest in its reporting here ? 

Item 4. Ferhaps the most interesting Laformati ,n develoeed by CBS 
cotes from their interview eith Ce,ptein Humes, the navel surgeon 
the di spited autopsy report. Ceetain Humes brushed aside the aut 
sketch ride  :t the tiAe which shows a bullet hole in the 2residen 

declered iesteae that the erecise ieeares recorded on the Plate 

report could bo relied aeon but that the sketch was only aperoxim 

who signed 

0 iDE.iy 

tie back. 

ate. 
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Tae figures vouohed fo7 by C-ptAn Llame2 	tit: a balliat hole .,,as 

obsei.ved 11 contimetrs (aL)out 44 inches) fo]i tip right acromium and 14 

cntimetrs (about 5,1, inches) below the tio of the 	mastoid process. 

These Zirlyr_res necessarily place th bullet hole.,;omewhere in the ujper back. 

They are absolutely irreconcilable ;ith the further declaration by Captain 

fumes, accompanied by an aftr-the-fact artist's drawing, shoini; that the 

bullet went through the President's neck. I have consulted with two 

physicians well-versed in anatomy to verify this contradiction_ in the 

statements of Captain _Humes. T his discrepancy is fundamental in its 

implicatios because the figures that Captain Humes voriZies locate the 

1,:ound in the President's back (as do the F3I photoLnAphs, not presented by 

CBS, of th,,2 jacket and shirt th-: President was wearing). Hence, the artist's 

drawing now presented by Captain Humes cannot be correct. dhat acconnts for 

this obvious discrepancy and why could not CBS reconize the obvious ? 

CBS had an opportunity to perform a mal,,ni_:ficent public service orirpg 

new light on matter thA-, greatly troubles the American people. They 

presented a creful, polished, designed to be impressive series of programs 

in what clearly was a major effort. let, behLid the rhythmic incantations 

of catechism and answer by e_rnest '4alter Cronkite and b.Dhi:Id th dazzling 

gloss of soohisticted television techniciue, there really is rather little 

of substance. The CAS covraze was ‘iide rather thL-5n deep and in fundamental 

respects it was transparently incompetent. If the CBS analysis could have 
been better eon was not, t?iezi we must ask why. 12 it is tte b oot we can 

ex:ect of televisiog ric‘rti.1„ th,.:n we 	lx!.,11:7 off ind,,ed. 

Pinally, as a coli.ce-Lned citizen, I mist co112,1ent aoout the pejorative way 
n which C -S tratet the "conspiracy psychology" of thy' gret :Ilajority of 

Jeric:Lns who no,! doubt Oswald's solitary L;ulit. 	Tho one il. fits 	conspiracy 

to be Zound. 	J(a):Ite the dic:Actricl :rononnce.,:intl,: of my foriTIL.r Berkeley 

ue, Joycur 	mo,:t ,I.,!erc,)ns would .:'refer 	t thy;; 	sh 	 Antion 



be truly ctet_.:-.L.1.1ted GO bc-,, 	 trz=:L 103  ch:-Lncy, 	 unr,:ijeataule 

evnt. If th *J?:liaome,As of Zate struck John I:unneciy down, -)w: can acceA 

our mourning .A.11.d. Lc, on, jut if so;:ie ',dad of conspiracy was involved q_na  may 

still oper:Ate, 	are all a-lder threat and must 	viLilant for liberty° 

It is. not a liccqsAracy need" that has Americans pre-occupied vdth the facts 

of the assassination. It vcu1d be ;mei: easier to aoide with th7; Jarran(and 

CBS) conclusions. i3Ut there is something rotten about what went on in Dallas 

and the way the investigatirn was shaed. Only if the National Archives are 

opened up and a less constrained inveLtigation of the assa,ssinaticin is 

undert:_ken c-n the gnawing suspicion that permeates our country be allayed. 

Dare we undertake a new investigation ? Dare we not to ? 


